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Time Dynamics of Random Access in Cognitive

Radio Networks
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Abstract—Random access has been widely studied in literature,
but its time dynamics remains a pretty open research problem
at this time, particularly for cognitive radio networks that are
operating most in transient status but being investigated usually
in steady-state. Modifying prey-predator model, we therefore
consider radio resources as preys and users as predators to
dynamically understand the network system behavior. We start
from exploring ALOHA, then include the sensing mechanism into
the scenario. Furthermore, we incorporate partially or randomly
connected graph to practically represent realistic interactions
among users and resources. By modeling sensing errors and
delay, for the first time, the time dynamics of a cognitive radio
network can be fully characterized, and consequently random
access operating conditions can be practically understood and
specified for network engineering design.

I. INTRODUCTION

Random access protocols define the way for several dis-

tributive devices to access the shared spectrum resource. To

successfully access the spectrum resource, devices typically

sense channels, and then access the channel to transmit the

packets based on the sensing result. More delicate random ac-

cess schemes arise in cognitive radio networks (CRNs) [1], [2].

Due to the fact of overly crowded spectrum, CRNs are aimed

to mitigate the spectrum scarcity dilemma by incorporating

users with different access priority. In CRNs, the secondary

users (SUs) are allowed to use the unoccupied spectrum holes

left by the primary users (PUs) opportunistically, as long

as the interference to PUs is kept under certain constraint.

By allowing heterogenous users to share/compete the radio

resource, the sensing and access rules of SUs in CRNs should

be carefully designed.

However, the sensing range and access range of any device

are limited. The topology of the network plays an important

role in random access. One device shall not be able to sense

the activities of all other devices, or the sensing may have

erroneous result due to fading and interference. In this case,

the SUs may intrude the transmission of legitimate PUs, which

violates the operation requirement of CRNs. Furthermore, PUs

and SUs are able to transmit packets concurrently, as long

as they are far apart enough. All the sensing and access

relationship among devices can be depicted by the associated

graphical topology. Therefore, the network topology should

be carefully modeled and analyzed in random access, which

is usually ignored in literatures.
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In recent decade, great efforts have been done on the sensing

and access strategy of CRNs. In [3], [4], the transmission pa-

rameters in PHY layer are optimized while limiting the impact

on the primary system. However, the system is assumed static

with the focus on PHY layer, regardless of the communication

behavior of the PUs and the SUs. Other approaches from

MAC layer are able to tackle the time dynamics of the system

[5]–[9]. A framework of sensing and access in presence of

sensing error is proposed in [5], but the interaction among

SUs is not addressed. In [6], the medium access protocol

allowing concurrent transmission is proposed considering the

rate-distance nature in wireless communication, incorporating

network topology into protocol design. Timing misalignment

between the primary and the secondary system is analyzed,

and an implementable asynchronous spectrum access scheme

is statistically optimized [7].

Furthermore, the spectrum access is essentially dynamical.

Though often more analytically tractable, equilibrium prop-

erties do not capture some important behaviors in transient

stage. First of all, the availability of channel and the demand

of devices vary with time, while most of the time the sensing

and access would not execute in the same time. In this case,

the devices access the current channel relying on the lagged

result of sensing, which leads to the problem of sensing delay.

Therefore, a new approach of network dynamics is needed

to facilitate dynamic resource allocation in any (cognitive)

radio network and to optimize the performance. Recently, an

ecological methodology is suggested to analyze time dynamics

of CRNs [10].

In this paper, an innovative framework for random access

incorporating network topology and time dynamics will be

developed. For the topology, graph is a classical tool. As for

the dynamics, we borrow the predator-prey model in ecol-

ogy to manipulate the interaction between users and channel

resources. Systems with homogeneous devices, for example

slotted ALOHA, will be investigated as a benchmark. This

research is then extended to systems with heterogeneous users

with distinct access priority. In this work, the imperfections

in resource access, including sensing delay, sensing error

and network topology, will be more practically considered to

supply insights on network design.

The paper is organized as follows: the general framework

including topology and dynamics is presented in the following

section. In section III, we apply the framework on random

access system with homogeneous users, and consider the

sensing delay. In section IV, CRNs are considered, as well as

the accompanying sensing imperfection. The analytic results

are verified by simulations in section V, before the conclusion
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is addressed in section VI.

II. TIME DYNAMICS OF RESOURCE ACCESS OVER GRAPH

A. Graph Model

Since a graph is a useful tool to describe the relationship

among entities, we use graph to model the topology between

users and resources. A graph G = (V,E) is a set of nodes V
and edges E, where the node V is model to incorporate two

kinds of entities.

• Resource

• Users/Nodes

Considering two classes of nodes, the edge E in graph stands

for three types of relationship between resources and users.

• Resource link connects two resources, which describes

the topology of the resource availability.

• Access link connects one resource and one user, which

describes the topological availability of resources to the

user.

• Sensing link connects two users, and depicts that one user

can sense the activity of other users.

To construct the graph model in wireless communications,

we should identify the users and resource first. The users

access the channels for transmission opportunities. Depending

on the network systems, users may be either homogeneous

or heterogeneous. For a system with k independent channels,

without loss of generality we can view k channels as k radio

resource blocks. Since there is no significant structure between

resources, we can draw those k channels as an unity, and put

emphasis on sensing link and access link in this research.

B. Dynamic Model

In addition to topology, the resource access is essentially

dynamic. The demand of users and the availability of resource

all change as time evolves. The interplay between resource

and users further complicates the dynamics of the system.

Therefore, dynamics is critical to the resource access and

consuming. In this paper, we consider the topology to be

fixed throughout the resource access process, and focus on

the dynamics of the demand of users and the availability of

resources.

For random access scheme, the number (i.e. population) of

active users can be benefited by the loss of the population of

the radio resources. In this sense, we can find the analogy

between predators and users, and that between preys and

resources. Classic predator-prey model describes the relation

between population densities of prey x1 and that of predator

x2 [11], which gives

ẋ1 = x1(α− βx2),

ẋ2 = x2(−γ + δx1),

where the parameters α and γ are the birth rate of the

prey population and the death rate of the predator population

respectively, and the parameters β and δ reflect the preda-

tion between two species. With appropriate modification, the

dynamics between active users and radio resource can be

depicted by the classics predator-prey model through the trace

of time [10].

Fig. 1: The resource access graph of ALOHA system. The

resource block stands for the k channels conceptually.

III. SYSTEM WITH HOMOGENEOUS USERS

A. Slotted ALOHA

Devices of slotted ALOHA protocol do not sense the

channels for transmission. In this sense, slotted ALOHA in

medium access control is the simplest case among all resource

access problems. Therefore, slotted ALOHA protocol can be

served as a benchmark.

1) System Model: Consider there are m devices access

the base station via k channels by slotted Aloha. In every

slot, each device is in one of three states, empty, active, and

backlogged. Devices in empty state will receive a new packet

with probability λ, and transmit it in the next slot. To transmit,

devices choose one of the k channels uniformly, and those

transmitting devices are classified as active state. When more

than one devices access the same channel, the collision occurs

and the involved devices enter backlogged state. Devices

in backlogged state will retransmit with probability r until

success. We assume that the feedback signal is immediate.

The resource access graph of the ALOHA system is as Fig.

1. The access links of ALOHA system form a star topology.

Since the devices in ALOHA do not sense, the sensing link

does not exist in the graph.

2) Dynamic Model: We define E(t), A(t) and B(t) be

the number of users in empty, active, and backlogged state

respectively. By the modified predator-prey model, we have

the evolving equations of the ALOHA system.

A(t+ 1) = λE(t) + rB(t),

B(t+ 1) = (1− r)B(t) +

[
1− (1−

1

k
)A(t)−1

]
A(t). (1)

We consider throughput as the performance measure of the

random access system. Throughput is defined as the number

of successful transmitted packets per slot normalized to the

channel capacity. Based on the proposed model, we have

η(t) =
1

k
(1−

1

k
)A(t)−1A(t). (2)

B. Resource Availability and Sensing

Opposed to the previous case that channel remains available

to users all the time, we assume a predetermined random

process to model the resource availability over time. The

critical point with varying channel condition is that users
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Fig. 2: Markov channel model.

should perform sensing before accessing the channels. Sensing

indicates the availability of the channel resource, instead of the

activity of other devices, since they are perfectly synchronized

by assumption. Note that this is the common CRN model for

analyzing SU decision.

In conventional network architecture view, sensing lies in

PHY layer while access lies in MAC layer. Considering the

interaction between two layers, the layering structure is unnat-

ural in the general resource access view. Therefore, we take

the layerless architecture view without presupposed notions of

protocol layering [12], in order to emphasize the sensing and

access functions in devices.

Let Ci(t) be the state of channel i at slot t, where Ci(t) ∈
{0 (empty), 1 (busy)}. One of the common channel model is

Markov channel model. That is, {Ci(t), t = 1, 2, . . . } is a

Markov chain as in Fig. 2. The transition probability is defined

by p = Pr{Ci(t+1) = 1|Ci(t) = 0} and q = Pr{Ci(t+1) =
0|Ci(t) = 1}. We assume that all channel i are independent

but identical Markov model.

C. Sensing Delay

When the resource availability varies with time, and sensing

and access are not performed at the same time, sensing delay is

inevitable. That is, users may access the current channel based

on the previous sensing result, especially in the case where any

channel condition in wireless communication varies rapidly.

To investigate sensing delay, we normalize the slot length

to one sensing delay. That is, users with packet should spend

one slot to sensing the channel condition before transmission,

which we call sensing state. Users will access the channel

in the next slot if the channel is currently sensed empty.

Active users will access the channel successfully if the channel

remains empty and there is no other users access the same

channel, while those unsuccessful active users enter back-

logged state in the next slot. Empty users and backlogged users

enter sensing state with probability λ and r, respectively.

1) Dynamic Model: Let S(t) be the number of users in

sensing state at slot t. The evolving equations are given by

E(t+ 1) = (1− λ)E(t) + p

(
1−

1

pk̂(t− 1)

)pA(t)−1

A(t),

S(t+ 1) = λE(t) + rB(t),

A(t+ 1) =
k̂(t)

k
S(t), (3)

where k̂(t) is the number of empty channels at slot t. For the

throughput, the exact expression should deal with the collision

in the system and the transmission in unavailable channel. We

ignore the collision in the unavailable channels, and give the

Fig. 3: The resource access graph of the CRN.

throughput in (4). The approximation is valid when the number

of channels is relatively large comparing to the number of

users, and when the transition probability p is high.

η(t) =
1

k

(
1−

1

pk̂(t− 1)

)pA(t)−1

pA(t). (4)

2) Operation Criterion: Besides the throughput, we con-

sider another performance measure of the impact on un-

available channels. Since users are not supposed to access

the unavailable channels, we aim to determine the operation

criterion that the influence of unavailable channels is kept

under expected value.

For simplicity, we consider the case when λ = r, and t→
∞. The stationary probability of available state πA = q/(p+
q). The number of users in sensing state in time limit is

S =
λ

1 + λ+ λπA

m. (5)

Given a channel is not available, we consider the probability to

be accessed by users. Those intruding users sense the available

channel in the previous slot. But due to sensing delay, the

channel changes the states of availability, resulting in operation

mistakes.

Pr{at least 1 users access Ci|Ci = 1}

=

[
1−

(
k − 1

k

)S
]
p. (6)

Proposition 1. If we require that the probability that the un-

available channel is not accessed is larger than predetermined

value βdelay, the number of sensing users in time limit should

satisfy

S >
log(1−

βdelay

p
)

log(k−1
k

)
. (7)

We can observe that the terms in right-hand side in (7) are

given by the channel condition and the required value, which

can not be modified by the system designer. The design factors,

number of users m and the arrival probability λ, determine the

number of sensing users in (5), which are in the left-hand side

of (7).
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IV. COGNITIVE RADIO NETWORKS

A. CRNs with Perfect Sensing

In CRN, users with different priority access the channel

concurrently. The SUs have to sense the channel before

transmission in order not to interfere with PUs. Firstly, we

consider the case that SUs can perfectly avoid the transmission

of PUs by sensing. In order to perfectly avoid interfering

with PUs, the sensing of SUs must satisfy two criterions.

First, each SU is able to sense all PUs, which means that the

sensing topology of PUs and SUs are fully-connected. Second,

the sensing of SUs has no error. Although these conditions

seem strong, the perfect system may serve as an ideal case in

studying CRN.

1) System Model: The traffic of PUs is not the main

concern in this section. We simply consider that the primary

system has mp devices operating in slotted ALOHA as in

Section III, with arrival probability λp and retransmission

probability rp.

For the secondary system, there are ms SUs. We assume

that the secondary system is synchronized with the primary

system. Basically, SUs access the channel by slotted ALOHA

with arrival probability λs and retransmission probability

rs. However, an active SU chooses one of the k channels

uniformly and senses before transmission. We assume that

the SUs can sense the activity of PUs at the beginning of

the slot. If the channel is already occupied by the PUs, the

SU enters backlogged state without transmitting. Otherwise,

the SU transmits the packet. We assume that SUs have the

immediate feedback of transmission also.

The graph model is as Fig. 3. As discussed previously, there

are sensing links connect each SU to all other PUs, while all

users have access links to radio resource. The sensing link

does not exist between SUs since they are perfectly or pretty

much synchronized, which implies that the collision may still

occur among SUs to induce the need of MAC [13].

2) Dynamic Model: The dynamic model of PUs is given

in (1). As for the SUs, since some channels are taken by PUs,

the behavior of SUs depends on the number of remaining

idle channels k̂(t), which is affected by PUs. The number

of attempting SUs is λsEs(t) + rsBs(t), and the attempting

SUs will not sense the PU-occupied channels with probabil-

ity k̂(t)/k, while those attempting SUs who sense the PU-

occupied channels enter backlogged state. The dynamics of

secondary system is characterized by

As(t+ 1) =
k̂(t)

k
(λsEs(t) + rsBs(t)) ,

Bs(t+ 1) = (1− rs)Bs(t) +

[
1− (1−

1

k̂(t)
)As(t)−1

]
As(t)

+

[
1−

k̂(t)

k

]
(λsEs(t) + rsBs(t)) . (8)

The throughput of SUs ηs(t) can be approximated by

ηs(t) =
1

k
As(t)

[
1−

1

k̂(t)

]As(t)−1

. (9)

B. CRNs with Imperfect Sensing

Practically speaking, the assumption of perfect sensing is

not realistic. First of all, the fully-connected sensing links

between PUs and SUs are impractical. For one device, the

sensing range and the transmission range are limited. Once

two devices are far apart, one can not sense the other. On

the other hand, the erroneous sensing is inevitable in wireless

communication due to noise, fading and interference.

Since sensing range is limited, the sensing topology may

not be fully-connected. If there is no sensing link between

two devices, they do not have the information of the activity

of one another. We assume that the transmission of SU will

not affect that of PU without sensing link. That is, the system

allows simultaneous transmission if the PU and the SU are far

apart.

Regarding the sensing error, the operation requirement of

CRN may be violated. If SUs can not sense the activity of

PUs, miss-sensing SUs will transmit, which surely causes

interference to PUs. Furthermore, the system dynamics of PUs

are certainly affected by imperfect sensing of SUs also. Thus,

the dynamic effect of imperfect sensing should be analyzed.

We further propose the operation criterion on the sensing error

to guarantee system performance.

1) System Model: Instead of fully-connected sensing topol-

ogy, we assume that each sensing link exists with constant

probability ρ between one PU and one SU [14]. The link

existence probability ρ represents the connectivity of sensing

topology of the network. If there is no sensing link, SU can

not sense the PU, nor it will affect the PU. For the secondary

system, we assume that all SUs are in the same collision

domain. Considering constant link existence probability ρ, the

graph model is similar to Fig. 3 with each sensing link present

with probability ρ.

For a given occupied channel, we assume a constant miss

detection probability ε for each active SU. In other words, if

one SU chooses an occupied channel, with probability ε it will

not observe the activity of PUs with sensing link and transmit

the packet, which causes interference to the active PUs in the

same channel.

2) Dynamic Model: Given the system conditions in slot

t, we can get the expected system behavior in the next slot

by modified predator-prey model. The number of SUs with

miss sensing is Ms(t) =
(
λsEs(t) + rsBs(t)

)
k−k̂(t)

k
ε, where

k̂(t) is the number of empty channels. The total active SUs is

given by As(t) = Ãs(t) + Ms(t) with Ãs(t) =
(
λsEs(t) +

rsBs(t)
)
k̂(t)
k

. The throughput of SUs may be tedious since

we have to distinguish those SUs collided with PUs and those

with other SUs. Therefore, we approximate the throughput of

SUs by considering only the well-behaved SUs.

ηs(t+ 1) =
1

k
Ãs(t)

[
1−

1

k̂(t)

]Ãs(t)−1

. (10)

For PUs, the probability that one active PU will not meet

miss-sensing SUs is π(t) =
(

k−k̂(t)−1

k−k̂(t)

)Ms(t)

. The dynamics
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evolving equation of primary system is now

Ap(t+ 1) = λpEp(t) + rpBp(t),

Bp(t+ 1) = (1− rp)Bp(t) +

[
1− (1−

1

k
)Ap(t)−1π(t)

]
Ap(t),

(11)

with the throughput of PUs

ηp(t) =
1

k
(1−

1

k
)Ap(t)−1π(t)Ap(t). (12)

3) Operation Criterion: The sensing error of SUs may

intrude the transmission of PUs. Therefore, the performance of

PUs is limited by the sensing correctness of SUs. By taking

the slotted ALOHA model as a benchmark, the throughput

degradation is by a factor π(t) in (12), comparing to (2).

Therefore, we can derive the operation criterion of the system

given the guaranteed PU throughput.

We assume that λ = r in the following discussion, and

consider the system when t→∞. We have Ap = mpλp and

As = msλs. The number of available channels is thus given

by k̂ = k
(
k−1
k

)ρAp

.
Let ηALOHA

p be the throughput of slotted ALOHA system

with the same parameter, which is given in (2). By defining

β be the performance degradation of ηp compared to ηALOHA
p ,

we have the following proposition as an operation criterion for

the CRN.

Proposition 2. For a given guaranteed performance of PUs,

ηp > βsη
ALOHA
p , 0 ≤ βs ≤ 1, the sensing error probability of

SUs should satisfy

ε <
log βs

msλs
k−k̂
k

log
(

k−k̂−1

k−k̂

) . (13)

The term msλs is the designing factor of the secondary

system for a given sensing error probability ε. The rest term

is determined by the primary system. The operation criterion is

considered from the primary system, while the effect to SUs is

less obvious. However, the SU access from sensing error does

not contributes to the throughput, the sensing error does not

affect the SU throughput much, which can be verified from

the simulations.

V. SIMULATIONS

A. Sensing Delay in Slotted ALOHA system

The simulation of sensing delay in homogeneous system in

Fig. 4. We take the probability that the unavailable channel

is accessed by users as the performance measure. In Fig. 4,

the analytic probability is from (6), whose effectiveness is

verified by the simulated result. The violation probability of

unavailable channels increases with the packet arrival prob-

ability λ. In the three channel model settings, the stationary

distributions are the same, which indicates that the numbers

of available channels are identical in stationary sense. The

transition probabilities p and q stand for the correlation of

delayed sensing result and the current channel condition.

Therefore, the case where p = q = 0.2 has higher unavailable

channel accessed probability than other two cases.

λ

Fig. 4: The collision probability of unavailable channels under

various arrival probability. In this simulation, k = 10, m = 7
and r = λ. Simulation is N = 200 average result with t =
100.

ε

Fig. 5: The system throughput in presence of SU sensing error.

In the simulation results, k = 5, ρ = 1, mp = 15, ms = 10,

λp = rp = 0.4, and λs = rs = 0.6. Simulation is N = 200
average result with t = 100.

B. Sensing Error in CRNs

The system performance of CRN with SU sensing error

is simulated in Fig. 5, where the analytic results are given

by (12) for PUs and by (10) for SUs. The performance of

the primary system degrades with the increase of SU sensing

error probability ε. However, the SU sensing error probability

ε has little effect on the throughput of SUs. Since sensing

error of SUs affects the performance of PUs, we further

investigate the operation criterion concerning SU sensing error.

To guarantee the performance of PUs in presence of SU

sensing error, the required sensing error probability is derived

in (13). Fig. 6 is the numerical result of the required sensing

error probability with various performance degradation. From

the numerical result. In the case of k = 15, sensing error is not

the main concern of the system, and the error criterion gives

loose bound. In the case of k = 5 where channel resource

is relatively scarce, the error criterion suggests the sensing

accuracy given the expected performance compared to the

ALOHA scheme.
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π

ε

Fig. 6: The required sensing error probability that guarantees

a given performance degradation β. The parameters are ρ = 1,

mp = 15, ms = 10, λp = rp = 0.4, and λs = rs = 0.6.

ρ

Fig. 7: The system throughput with various link existence

probability ρ. In the simulation results, k = 5, ε = 0,

mp = 15, ms = 10, λp = rp = 0.4, and λs = rs = 0.6.

Simulation is N = 200 average result with t = 100.

C. Sensing Topology in CRNs

Fig. 7 is the simulation of system throughput with dif-

ferent sensing topology. For a given sensing range, we can

characterize the location dependency of the primary and the

secondary system by the link existence probability ρ. When

the link existence probability ρ is low, the sensing topology

connectivity between PUs and SUs is low, which means that

the two systems are distant. In this case, the throughput of

SUs benefits from concurrent transmission without affecting

PUs, but is limited by the collision among SUs. Although the

throughput of SU decreases as the link existence probability

increases, the throughput of PUs keeps constant. Therefore,

we can separate the causes of throughput degradation of PUs

and SUs. Topology effect dominates the throughput of SUs,

and the SU sensing error decreases the throughput of PUs.

VI. CONCLUSION

We propose a general framework for the random access in

communication systems, including CRNs, to tackle the system

topology and dynamics at the same time. The framework

can deal with several sensing and access imperfections in

an unified way, including sensing error, sensing topology

and sensing delay in this paper. Analytic throughput and

system dynamics are deriveds.With this framework, operation

criterions are practically suggested with the presence of those

imperfections.
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